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- Upcoming Rides
- Think Pink Trivia Night Report
- Tipping Competition – Double Feature
- Sir Wee Pee Signing Off AND
- Some Rubbish About a Spoon…?

Ciao Amici,
Apologies for our Glorious Leader, he finds himself torn between CDDC and his soon to be
wife. Funnily enough the cheeky bugga has chosen Angelica over you lot. As the frogs say
“c'est la vie”.
I believe Michael hopes you have a good Sep and October and encourages all to consider
putting a hand up to assist the club by taking up a committee position.
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<< VP Dribble #10 >>
Hi All, Shit! What has happened to the year? it’s September and Spring has sprung and it is
only a month to the AGM.
First the bad news, with Michael and Angelica running away to get hitched I have been left in
the top job until the AGM. I am now the fat controller.
This month I would like to talk about a non-Italian Motorcycle subject, don’t panic, there is a
motorcycle involved. Last year a strange little pommy friend of mine rode a 500cc Royal Enfield
around the small island we call home, raising awareness and taking donations in support of
PTSD in returning servicemen/women. Whilst negotiating the northern parts of Australia he
was taken aback by the plight of our indigenous brethren in the remoter parts of the country.

This year Prick (the P is silent) repacked the trusty 500 and armed with a heap of first aid
supplies, a loads of those long balloons for making balloon animals for kids, he headed back
up to the Kimberly to see if he could make even a small difference. Prick is currently still on
the road and it is interesting to read about the different responses he received at different
locations. There is a FB page Called Muriel the Medicycle that follows his travels.
It is refreshing to see that this man has the intestinal fortitude to say stuff it, pack up what he
can and head into the slightly unknown with only one plan. Try to do some good.

Sarge
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Here is the latest calendar of CDDC events. See list after the tables for other events. For further
information, please contact our Ride Co-ordinator Craig Evans (contact details at end of Newsletter).
Don’t forget, on all club rides TUFU applies (turn up fueled up). If you turn up then realise you need
fuel and are gonna duck off to get fuel, then tell the ride coordinator.

Sun 8th

CDDC events in September 2019
The Loaded Dog, Tarago – via Bungonia

Mon 9th

A bit of a loop ride through the countryside with an excuse to stop
somewhere nice for lunch.
Meet at the Bungendore Bakery 10 for a 10.30 start
CDDC Monthly Meeting

Sat 28th

7:30pm @the Kingston Hotel, Canberra Ave Kingston. Meeting starts @
7.30 – eats from 6:00 for those who want to grab a meal before the
meeting & still be in time.
Temora – Aviation Museum
We haven’t done this ride for quite some time and I’m hoping that being
spring we have some nice weather- the planes should be interesting too.
Meet at Green Square Kingston, 9.30 for a 10am start.
CDDC events in October 2019

Sun 6th

Gundaroo Pub
Another bit of a ride through the country side to end up at a nice spot for
lunch. The idea will be to do a few roads less travelled to take the long
way to get to Gundaroo.

Mon 14th

Meet up at The Baker at Sutton 10 for a 10.30 start.
Note this is the October long weekend and it will no doubt be double
demerits – but I’m sure we can behave ourselves.
CDDC Monthly Meeting

Sat 20th

7:30pm @the Kingston Hotel, Canberra Ave Kingston. Meeting starts @
7.30 – eats from 6:00 for those who want to grab a meal before the
meeting & still be in time.
Crookwell – Boorowa loop
The last time I tried this ride there wasn’t much interest – but it was midwinter, for October there should be less excuses. The plan will be to stop
at Boorowa for lunch. The rest of the details we’ll work out on the day.
Meet up at The Baker at Sutton 10 for a 10.30 start
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Note: The event start times & venues are subject to change – make sure you confirm latest
event info on the website @ https://canberradistrictducaticlub.org.au/ The CDDC provides
funds for a support vehicle & recovery trailer on sanctioned club rides like the Harrietville,
Khancoban runs & Bevels to the Bay run each year. See other comments re the funding of
support vehicles & trailer on CDDC club rides in this newsletter.
Ride/event ideas
If you would like to lead a ride of your choice or have a suggestion for a ride, please email
ridescddc@gmail.com. Aside from these planned rides, I encourage everyone to start events
via the club website or Facebook page for casual short rides.

The annual Gluhwein Rally is on
Sunday the 8th of September. See
HERE for more info!!

<<. CDDC SUPPORTERS .>>
These are the businesses that support the club through donations, discounts: Belt & Bevel,
Canberra Motorcycle Centre, MotoGarage, New Eagle Signs, St John Ambulance ACT
& CanPrint. Many thanks to them and show your appreciation by patronising these
businesses.

!! IT’S YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP YOURSELF UP-TO-DATE !!
Have you moved? Changed your email address? Changed your contact number? Remember,
if your contact details change, it’s your responsibility to advise the CDDC of your new address.
Don’t complain if you are a financial member & you are not getting notices or newsletters –
you’ll find in 101% of cases you’ve not notified of your change. Also, if you update your member
details through your DOC portal, you also need to advise membership. If you have any
problems with receiving information, please contact secretarycddc@gmail.com
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The Most Common Motorcycle Accidents And How To Avoid Them
From Peter Yeend
Compared to driving in a car, the number of hazards that could endanger a motorcyclist’s life are huge.
It can be summarised as the 3 Ds - dog shit, diesel and dickheads are just a few of the things that we
dodge daily. But what are the most common types of motorcycle, and how can you best try and avoid
them?
What is a SMIDSY?
Probably the most worrying and infuriating type of crash is commonly called the SMIDSY - standing for
Sorry Mate I Didn’t See You. A SMIDSY can happen pretty much anywhere, on any type of road and
at any speed. A common SMIDSY happens as you are riding along a major road that has a smaller
road joining on the left-hand side. The problem starts as the car driver emerging from the left will be
psychologically aware that the road they are joining is probably busier than the one they are leaving.
This means a couple of things will be happening in the driver’s brain.
First off, they are going to already have it in their mind that they need to get out as quickly as possible,
meaning the chances of them slowing down properly are reduced. Because of that, they are also
probably not going to give enough time to properly check for danger. Secondly, and most car driver do
this, they will only look to see if there are cars coming, not an absence of all vehicles including
motorcycles. An absence of just cars to a flustered driver means the road is clear and most will pull
out.
Who do I avoid a SMIDSY at a junction?
As with all advanced riding, the key to avoiding a SMIDSY starts with your observations and keeping
an eye on the left-hand side of the road, whether there is a junction there or not, to look out for potential
danger. When you spot a car approaching from the left, assume the driver hasn’t seen you, even if
they are staring straight at you. Now slow down and have a check to your right to see if anything is
outside of you. If it’s clear, and you’re on a dual carriageway, safely move to the outside lane to give
the numpty some room.
The number of drivers who have pulled out on while I’ve been maintaining eye contact with them while
wearing a clear visor is very worrying. The shock in the face of the driver is the scariest thing to me, it
means that person looked to the right, made full eye contact me and still pulled out while I was sounding
my horn and taking evasive action! Frightening stuff.
How can I tell if a car is going to pull out on me?
A good way to tell if a car is about to move is by looking at the wheels, they will be the first tell-tale sign
that the car is pulling away. It’s much easier to pick up a tiny amount of rotation in a front wheel from
100 yards than it is to notice one foot of forward movement while looking at the front bumper.
How can I avoid being wiped out by a car changing lanes?
The first thing to be aware of is where the blind spots in a car are. If you aren’t a driver of one of those
four-wheeled things go and sit in the driver seat and look in the rear-view mirror and get your friend to
stand so you can see them clearly. Then get them to take a few steps to the left and right. Then look
round to see where they really are. Do the same with the wing mirrors and you’ll be surprised by how
big the blind spot for a cager really is!
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Now we’ve found the blind spot, avoid it, at all costs. If you must sit in someone’s blind spot it’s best
not to dwell there for too long. If you have to remain potentially hidden from view, try and kick the bike
down a gear or two so the revs rise but the speed remains the same. That way there is more chance
the driver will click on to your existence and have a better look around before trundling across lanes.
Keep an eye out for the dickheads on the road too – you know the sort! They generally drive a Germanmade saloon and will swap lanes to get a three-foot advantage on everyone else because they love
getting home that 0.003 seconds quicker.
How can I avoid being rear-ended?
If you are the first to arrive at a red light, it can be a lonely and anxious place to be. The feeling of
vulnerability as the herd of cars, vans, and lorries pile down behind you never fails to get the pulse
racing!
To try and minimize the risk, it’s important to take into account your road and lane position, while being
hyper-aware of what’s going on behind you. Try and position yourself with an escape route nearby,
and not in the centre of the middle lane. Doing that will give you only one place to go, out into the live
road ahead. Instead, sit to the left or the right if you can, leave your bike in gear, keep a hand on the
throttle and an eye on your mirrors. Now if you do see something unfolding behind you, the bike is
ready to scoot away to the left or the right of the carnage, hopefully leaving you unscathed.
If you aren’t the first to the red light and there are other vehicles there already, don’t sit slap-bang on
the towing hitch of the car at the back. It’s a one-way ticket to becoming the meat in an automotive
sandwich. Filter to the front and get some metal and airbags between you and the crash.
If it’s not safe to filter through, position the bike on the white line between the lanes to give yourself a
gap to move into should the worst happen. (YBAF: I don’t think this is good advice. You should be in
the centre of the lane).
YBAF: Another method is if you are the rear most stationary vehicle in your lane keep your eyes on
your mirror and if you see a vehicle approaching from behind in your lane pulse your brake lights to
make them flash so the driver of the approaching vehicle can see you.
How do I avoid a SMIDSY at a roundabout?
Roundabouts are a bit like when a car joins a major road from the left. There’s a lot going on for the
poor car driver’s brain to take in. They need to pick an exit and figure out which lanes they need to
swerve in and out of, all while on the phone to their mate.
As the average car driver’s mind is so completely overloaded with very important car driver things, we
should do some of their thinking for them. The first thing that will help is to slow down. We know getting
your knee down is cool, but maybe not on a packed roundabout at rush hour. Give the car drivers time
to spot you. Indicate at the right time and use your lifesavers before entering or exiting a roundabout.
Also keep in mind the time of day it is, particularly when the schools are kicking out. The danger posed
by a parent on a school run with a car full of hungry kids is huge. Give the people carrier with the
‘Princess on board’ sign in the back window a wide berth. She’s not a princess and it probably a little
shit who craves mummy and daddy’s attention, every second of every day. You will be very low on
their list of priorities.
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Double the fun - Brno and Germany
Greetings punters,
Very much a tale of two races in this report.
Brno is a track that always promises so much and usually delivers but this year it was something of a
fizzer despite the valiant attempts of our man Jack to make something of it. But in the end, Marquez
again stole the show leaving Dovi in his wake, elevating himself to the elite company of Doohan,
Hailwood and Agostini in the process. Just imagine what his record will be by the time he's Rossi's
age!
The tipping results, on the other hand are worth talking about. Taso loves Dovi so much he's taking a
leaf out of his book and surrendering to Roberts big time, crashing 5 places. Roberts, Rosco and Doug
held onto the top three spots with the Silent Assassin sniffing around, contemplating his next move.
Picking the podium wasn't that hard apparently with Roberts, Rosco, Doug, Tommo and Craig all
getting in on the act. More about Tommo later.
Germany was something altogether different! On a track that is basically three long drag strips
interrupted by a few very Ducati-friendly (read tight, requiring hard braking) corners, Dovi made the
most of it though if ever you needed reminding, Honda sure has found some horsepower and top speed
this year! Dovi countered with some highly intelligent riding. Did you notice Marquez giving him the
stink in the home straight on lap 16? That's because Dovi pulled up inside him and stayed there all the
way to the corner so Marquez couldn't take the inside line or switch back if Dovi ran wide! Neat. Dovi
for the win to keep Ducati's record intact on that track.
But for all the fist-pumping from Ducati fans, the championship still looks like a pipe dream. Dovi now
has to finish 5 points ahead of Marquez in every race to beat him. A couple of Honda DNFs would
make it very interesting, dontcha think?
And the scoreboard is something I've never seen before. Rod (who didn't put in his tips this week) and
Tim (who, flushed with midseason success
decided to stay with his original tips) were the
only two to pick Dovi and Marquez correctly,
meaning Rod moved up two places, Taso
dropped one and nobody else moved! A big
shout out to Tommo who is touring Europe but
took a fall last week; broke his leg in two places
and has had to give up the hire car and finish
the trip by train. Hope it doesn't slow you down
too much, mate.
Here’s the state of play. Weird, right? ->
Murray Willmott
(Tipmeister extraordinaire)
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Turn 1 Terminator
Now every one of you knows I'm not one to cause trouble but after looking at the replay one more time,
I'm not so sure the accident was entirely Quateraro's fault. Rosco put me onto the fact that Rins who
was immediately ahead of him (Quateraro, not Rosco) had a moment himself just before Q high-sided.
Maybe it was enough for the young fella to grab a handful of brake which caused the rear end to step
out. But step out it did and even the slimmest of mathematical chances Dovi had of seriously
challenging for the title literally went up in smoke with his fourth DNF of the season.
And as much as I'm a Marquez fan, I can't help but chuckle each time he gets mugged in the last corner
- is that the third or fourth time this year?
Finally, that was the first time since 2000 when Freddie Spencer won the World Title that Suzuki has
won three (or more) races in a season. Rins sure did do it in style.
Not much style in the tipping with only a handful of punters managing more than 2 points. Time stole
the show with four big ones but remains firmly ensconced in last spot with some work ahead to do any
better. Much to Tony's enjoyment, Taso's finally made a late but decisive move - sliding up three places
into the top ten. Is this the move we've all been waiting for?
The top three remain the same but George D and Craig have joined Doug in third place. Hopefully, the
Birdsville pub has Foxtel for Doug and Rod to watch the race from Misano this Sunday night. Otherwise,
we might have to get George to send out a few pigeons!
Here's how it looks heading into this weekend:

Murray Willmott
(Tipmeister extraordinaire)
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Our Little Hero
By Alan Beavan
Today is Wednesday 28 August 2019 and I received a package in the mail that unfolded a chain
of events in my mind that closed an interesting chapter.
You see, once there was a cutlery set, but that is not where the story really starts.
It all started back in mid-November 2018 when a group of enthusiastic Canberra District Ducati
Club members made the pilgrimage to Wakefield Park for a track day where all who attended had
a great time, even those of us whom had moved north to a warmer climate and ventured south for
the much awaited track day.
Now as I am what’s known as an over preparer for these types of events and as I was intending
to take two bikes, it was busy lead up to the event. But the spanner in the works was about to
show itself! “Dad, can I do the track day too?” came the words from the mouth of my daughter.
Now I thought about it and came to the conclusion that 3 or 4 sessions on the track could teach
the L plater somewhat more than several days riding on the road. So extra hours were put in to
prep the 2 fitty Hyosung for a track outing, new tyres were put on; the lights removed; some
leathers sourced all was ready when the van and trailer were packed the night before and ready
for the adventure.
The next day saw us at Wakefield early and the weather kind. The pit garage was loaded with
bikes, fuel, tools and spares (I know, overkill for a track day).But it gets worse because the AB and
J9 catering machine had gone into overdrive so we had food and drinks and the makings for an
essential beverage that has a wide variety of effects on people but some say it’s not an option to
go without. I speak of course about the black liquid gold - coffee! Now being as prepared as I was
I had bought along the sacred grinds and the percolator and gas burner so we could all get our fix
of the wet pick me up. Now there was a small problem - the percolator would not rest on the burner,
but one of the warmer climate clan, who by this time was desperate, came up with a solution (not
what you were thinking), from his toolbox and soon the caffeine was flowing and all was at peace
in the world again.
Now for some there is an essential utensil required for coffee and it is not the cup or mug depending
how you like your brew. Yes it’s the humble teaspoon (yes, now I am getting back to the cutlery
set) as some of us like sugar and or milk in this time honoured beverage and no I did not forget it
and it served us well all day and even assisted with lunch dishing out coleslaw for our ham and
slaw rolls. What a versatile little gem our hero is?!
But I digress some, we were here for a track day and so, after the rider briefing, Joey was out for
her first glimpse of a race track and was told to take her time; scrub in the new tyres and just get
familiar with the layout, which she did and I was so proud. Then the rest of us had a play and I
realised just how out of touch I was, but I still had fun.
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Soon it was time for Joey to take to the track again and she performed beautifully! That was until
she has a low speed low side coming on to the straight when she ran wide and found grass. Shit!
I never told her what to do if she found herself on the green stuff, oops! Anyway the result was a
broken lever, a couple of scratches on the bike, most of which was fixed pretty quick But then
came the “kicker”, the first aid guy at the track said there was some swelling in the right foot and
hinted that a trip to an x-ray machine would be prudent. But Joey is a trooper and said I don’t want
to go until I have seen you ride the TT2 as she had never seen that event, so I agreed and it was
fired up and Joey got to see me ride her for the first time and I think we both had grins from ear to
ear but maybe a touch of a grimace on Joeys face as it turned out that once the x-ray was carried
out and deciphered, there was indeed a broken bone in her right foot.

Now by the time the day was over and both Alans on the TT2s had been black flagged, it was time
to pack up. Unfortunately the track day rookie and her mother were still at Goulburn Base Hospital!
But as is the case amongst the two wheeled warriors, they all pitched in to help and so the bikes
and all the gear were loaded into whatever was going back to Canberra. Thanks to everyone who
helped. So within a couple of days all was back home and it all seemed to be present and
accounted for, or was it? No! The culinary goddess J9 exclaimed one day that a teaspoon was
missing. Our little hero was indeed gone! Dant, dant, dah!! So the gear was again rifled through
but no sign of our little hero. Pretty soon the telephonica was employed to track down our hero
and calls were made to all those who carried gear for us and as luck would have it one of the
northern clan had uncovered it hiding in the canopy of his Ute. Now our little hero had crossed
borders without a passport and should be deported with haste. But it seemed that our little hero
had other ideas, he was not coming home and was on the run.
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Nine months has elapsed since he defected and I have no idea what he has been up to up there
but I have my suspicions and I am sure that it is not good. He has probably stirred other people’s
coffee or tea or even ventured into someone else’s mouth. God forbid even a child may have used
him. My worries go even as far as such activities of hunting and fishing and surfing, and we all
know what happens to spoons during these activities and it is not pleasant.
The fears go on: he may have spent time as part of a gang hanging around on a mobile arrgh!
Perish the thought and what if he was kidnapped and ended up in a drug gang; I hear they do
awful things to spoons! Well, I just can’t stop my mind from thinking about it. You see, he was
located only a couple of days after he went missing but it has taken 9 months for him to find his
way home. So I believe that he slipped from custody and it has taken the northern clan all this time
to recapture him. So he is still our little hero!
Well I know not what he got up to whilst in the wild but he appears to be in good shape now and
has been returned to his family and the cutlery set is whole again. So thank you to the northern
clan for tracking him down and reuniting him with his kin folk!!
AB
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The Dribble getting wiped up
By Chris Roberts
Have you ever fallen asleep in a chair only to wake up with embarrassing saliva dripping from
the corner of your mouth? That’s dribble. Not be confused with drool which is the same sort of
physical reaction but stimulated by a very nicely put together unit with thumping twin bazooka
pots- you know, like a Hoppo restored Darmah.
Then there is drizzle which is something that makes Hoody drool. Not to be confused with
what often comes out of Yeendy’s mouth, drivel. But delivered with such dead pan conviction
that it is often confused as being dinki di. Yet amongst that dross is some very insightful expert
views of the world on a plethora of subjects.
Getting back to Dribble - this humble submission will be a dribblet (noun small instalment). As
I am packing madly - I started madly packing but as the time to collection reduces, my packing
has lost its composure, style and balance to become a mad collection of stuff thrown into
boxes - I am aware that in a few days I will no longer be a Canberra resident but a foreigner
resident in the great southern state of SA. Hence the Dribble needs to get wiped up and dried.
But as a Foreign Correspondent I may continue contributing to our club with a view from afar.
What do you know about SA? Yes they have a lot of Redback spiders and poisonous snakes
and murderers who might bury you at Truro or stuff you in a barrel and leave it in a bank vault
in Snowtown, or if you are really unlucky, like the Beamount children, just disappear without
trace. But it has a much richer culture than death - it has Yo Yo biscuits, fritz, Villis pies and
fruit chocs. But what about its start?
A chap called Edward Gibbon Wakefield was a ‘mesmerist’ and son of Priscilla who conceived
of, and founded the world’s first savings bank and was one of the world’s first children’s book
writers. Wakefield made his money ($75,000) from eloping with one of his underage wards.
When she died, Wakefield lured a 15 year old heiress from her school claiming her mother
was ill and convinced her that her father was on the verge of bankruptcy and the only way to
save the family’s reputation was to marry him! She did. He was caught, the marriage annulled
by an act of parliament and Wakefield was gaoled for 3 years. In prison he studied British
colonisation and wrote A Letter from Sydney despite never have visited Australia. He
conceived abolishing land grants, the Crown to sell land and use the proceeds to support
immigration of the industrious poor thus reducing the dependence on convicts.
Britain believed that systematic colonisation was the answer to its population problem. Briton
was on track to double its population between 1800 and 1850. Robert Torrens MP lobbied for
a hybrid colony in accordance with Wakefield’s principals. The South Australian Act was
passed in 1834. Torrens was appointed chairman of a colonisation committee, Captain John
Hindmarsh governor and with a puritanical Baptist shipping magnate, George Fife Angas,
formed the South Australian Company. 636 settlers arrived on 28/12/1836, but Wakefield
wasn’t one of them. Despite that, he is honoured as the father of SA.
SA was the actual brainchild of Sir John Jeffcott, a child abductor and accused murderer. He
was also SA’s first judge. So it’s no wonder SA has a Jekyll and Hyde persona. But it avoided
the convict taint!
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Colonel William Light plonked the settlement miles up the Torrens River to avoid the mosquitos
of Port Misery, the unsuitable port on the edge of a mangrove swamp only accessible by small
boats, and called it Adelaide after King William IV’s missus.
Jeffcott lost all his possessions in a shipwreck and drowned in a freak whale boat accident
attempting to board a ship that couldn’t dock at Adelaide’s useless port (unlike Adelaide’s
useless football team, Port Adelaide - sorry Murray but they have declined). Like recent history,
his body was never found. Light also met a sticky end: he suffered a nervous breakdown, his
house burned down and he died from TB.
The one part of the original vision that remained was the commitment to freedom of religion.
Devout Methodists, Calvinists, Baptists, and other miserable, fun-hating bastards erected
churches and places of worship and they became the first significant buildings, hence the
moniker, The City Of Churches.
Then the Germans came attracted by the town with a German name - Queen Adelaide, born
Prinzessin Adelheid Amalie Luise Therese Carolin of Saxe-Coburg Meiningen. The Lutherans
settled in a village named after their own, Klemzig. Another load arrived and settled in the hills
and called it Hahndorf (their Captain was Dirk Meinertz Hahn). Then came Pastor Gotthard
Daniel Fritzsche out to Lobethal followed by another mob who settled in the Barossa Valley.
Over time I will engage ‘mein engine’ and ‘go tthard’ visiting places like Lobethal - the bike
riding capital of the Hills, and the various wineries just so I can report back to you.
Thus endith the first Lesson in SA.

Sir Wee Pee
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The Think Pink Quiz Night
By Janine Wilson
So even though Alan mentioned we were attending the Think Pink Quiz Night for Rise Above
(formerly Eden Monaro Cancer Group), at the June and July monthly meetings and this is one
of the charities that the Club contribute to, we only had 4 CDDC members as starters!?!?!?!?!
A HUUUGE thank you Yvette, AB, Joey and myself.
So, that being less than half a table for the event, we had to get some work related friends to
help us out. We managed a table of eight and called ourselves La-trivia-ta. That was my idea!
Our knowledge base was wide and varied and we gave it a good go.
There were 19 tables and a couple of hundred people crammed in the auditorium of the
Queanbeyan Kangaroos Club that night. A variety of people from all walks were there to raise
money for the insidious disease and have fun! There were only 6 rounds of questions but with
the activities, bingo, auctions, songs and strippers (YES STRIPPERS) we only got through 5
rounds. So if you had of known how Charlie Harper died or how long it took to build the Sydney
Opera House or what year the Great Emu War took place in Australia- well we could have
used your brain.
Anyway, for $60 per person we had free drinks, free nibbles and lots of laughs and fun. As a
bonus we can say that we donated to the cause. We ended up running mid field - better than
Jorge is doing at the moment! Maybe next year more people will join us, the more the merrier.
AND as it was my birthday on the actual day, we had yummy, yummy cake from Via Dolce,
thanks Joey and Alan. Also, Alan worded up the MC and the whole room sang me Happy
Birthday, which was lovely!

Janine
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Official footage leaked of Jack Miller’s strategy for the second half of the season

The helmet that sees everything, hears everything, knows everything
The spin for this new high tech helmet is:
Know where speed traps and potential police are. Know if the road is dangerous. Know what’s
happening before it happens. The Forcite MK1 helmet’s patented technology keeps you fully
informed and totally in control whenever you need it, wherever you go. See it HERE.
Ethanol fuel & fuel injected bikes and carburetted bikes
Are fuel-injected bikes less affected by the ravages of ethanol gasoline than bikes with
carburettors? Interesting issue for the new-age trendy riders like those on Panigirlies. I ride a
Hyper which is purposefully simple so has a Heinz baked beans can for its carby so I don’t
give much of a toss for these technical issues. But Panigirlie riders may care?? I don’t. See
HERE if you wanna know.
Turning red into green
It’s late at night and the city streets are all but deserted. You’re sitting at an empty intersection,
no cars in sight, and the traffic signal just won’t turn green. If you’re lucky, a full-size car will
come and free you from this purgatory, but otherwise, your only recourse may be to break the
law and run the red light. See HERE for the solution.
A shocking future
Sales of electric bikes & scooters in the EU has lifted 2 wheel sales by 9%. This runs against
the trend of decreasing 2 wheel sales, esp. with a looming recession & economic downturn.
See HERE. Does this mean the annual runs to Harrietville and Khancoban could be electric?
The extension lead industry will be hoping so.
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The noise police are coming
A new form of policing has been started near an airport in France – see HERE. It’s gonna be
tested in the UK as well. What starts in the EU often spreads but not just within the EU it also
spreads to other areas as well. This is a major concern to Ducati riders as a part of the pleasure
of riding is the sound from Contis, Termignonis or Akropovics etc. I hope, hope, pray, wish this
sort of revenue raising don’t come here. As a rider of a v/quiet scooter and also a Hyper (with
Zards), I know it’s a safety factor. The noise a bike makes it a safer vehicle as far more other
road users are aware of your presence. Keep your fingers & toes crossed this isn’t the future!!!
Baby Panigirlie is imminent
The word is that the baby Panigirlie is imminent. See
HERE. ->
Bautista out & Redding in for Ducati in WSB for
2020
It’s official, Bautista to Honda and Redding is his
replacement. That means Ducati will have 2 Brit
riders for WSB next year – Chas Davies & Redding.
See HERE.
Big bad Vlad the nude head to get charged
The big Russian kahuna Vlad Putin is being charged for riding a motorbike without a helmet.
See HERE. I personally think this item is a
load of tosh. We’re talking about a bloke
who sends agents to the UK to kill people
with Novichok. A bloke who gets an agent
to stab a wayward KGB agent with a
poisoned umbrella on a bridge over the
Thames. I’d like to know which prosecutor
is gonna press charges against big, bad
Vlad?? This is like a zebra in a snowstorm.
It’s false news.
Miller re-signs and gets a new Duke
Speculation for some time that crash-prone Aussie Jack Miller would replace Petrucci @
Ducati have been torpedoed as he’s re-signed for 2020 with Pramac. See HERE.

Dovi doing the business against Marquez @ the Osterreich Ring in MotoGP
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Honda spies @ it again
No one can dispute that the Japanese are great @ manufacturing and fabricating. But do they
have any ideas of their own?? Nup. So what do they do? They spy on others. After a crashed
GP18 presented an opportunity the Honda spies took some pics. See HERE.
MotoGP techo pics & treasures
For many motorcyclists, the imagery of the latest gadgets
fitments and wizardry on MotoGP bikes is pleasing to the eye
and fascinating stuff. Have a look @ some of the current
season’s techo pics HERE. And also HERE.
The bikes that built Troy Bayliss
AMCN have presented a v/interesting history of Aussie hero
Troy Bayliss with Ducati. See HERE. Lots of really good pics
& stories. Well worth a look!!!
Dedicated Biker cafe??
In the UK a developer is proposing to construct a dedicated bike cafe – see HERE. Is it a
viable option here?? We have had cafes that have been patronised by bikers like the East End
Cafe in Cooma and the Bungendore Bakery. Certainly, my observation on CDDC rides is that
some of the riders are more focussed on their next latte than the road or the curves. Especially
the Panigirlie riders!!! There is a small number of CDDCers who are on their 2 wheels every
day (like me) rather than just the sunny Sunday pretenders.

Ducati Hypermotard 950SP Review
Is this the perfect all-round motorbike for Australian conditions? I thinks it’s probably a big
YES. See HERE for a real world road test. Hypers have always been universally accepted as
the best looking of Ducati’s.
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Is Dovi’s mountain to climb too steep, too tall??
Can Dovi really be expected to challenge for the MotoGP title in 2019?? Many/most would say
NO. See HERE.
Value is in the eyes of the beholder
A 1936 Crocker sold for $US825,000
($1.2AUS) @ the recent Monterey auto sales.
It’s the 3rd most expensive motorcycle ever
sold @ auction. See HERE. This site also
provides pics of some of the other
vintage/veteran motorcycles also sold @
Monterey.
Auto pilot cars don’t see motorcycles
The ACEM (European Association of Motorcycle Manufacturers) have expressed concerns
that auto pilot cars don’t detect motorcycles. See HERE. For those few CDDCers who are on
2 wheels every day (not just sunny Sundays ducking down for a latte @ Manuka), this isn’t
really news. We know most car drivers don’t see motorcycles – so nuffin is new. We don’t trust
current drivers so why would we trust a computer??
Ducati Factory Tours
Ducati Factory tours can be done by ordinary members of the public. If you’re a member of
the public the tour costs €28 but if you’re a CDDC member you get in for free. You can book
HERE.

Aussie Jack Miller on the limit @ Silverstone
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DUCATI RESOURCES IN THE ACT/QUEANBEYAN/YASS AREA

So, you own, or are thinking of owning a Ducati in the ACT/Queanbeyan/Yass area. What
resources/support can you access if you do own a Duck or you get a Duck? Set out below is
a list of the main sources of bikes, parts, servicing, advice you can call upon.

Canberra Motorcycle Centre (CMC)
http://www.canberramcc.com.au/
30 Ipswich St Fyshwick - 61754444
CMC is the local Ducati dealership. So, for any warranty work it’s the only resource. Obviously
they also sell parts, official Ducati clothing as well as doing servicing. My experience is Steve
in parts is really helpful.

Belt & Bevel (B&B)

http://beltandbevel.com.au/
Call 0408 223 069 to speak to Michael Fuller
B&B is the place for that hard to find part, both for new & old Dukes. B&B stocks many parts
not found anywhere else. As a special exclusive for CDDC members a 10% discount can be
accessed but you need to quote the discount code which is currently CDDC19.

Desmoharmonic
desmoharmonic@icloud.com
Fyshwick 0408764374
Desmoharmonic as in desmodromic is a new service studio owned and operated by Peter
Giles who many of you may know as he has been specialising in Ducati service here in
Canberra since 2001 and has over 25 years’ experience with Ducati working at many different
dealerships including JHP Ducati Coventry UK. Desmoharmonic can cater for all your service
needs on all models post warranty, a tyre service is also available. He too is offering a 10%
discount on all parts to club members.
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